
Graduate Teaching Fellowship 
Faculty Mentor Teaching Context Form

Faculty Mentor Name

Course Number and Title

Course Quarter

Course Meeting Days/Times

Course Description 
Please provide a brief description of the course (2-3 sentences), including content covered, 
course level, the number of students, and course format (e.g. lecture-style, discussion-style, 
etc.). 

Teaching Fellow Responsibilities 
Please describe the duties and responsibilities you expect your Teaching Fellow to fulfill (e.g. 
present one or more lectures, attend previous lectures, practice their lectures with you, etc.). 
Please be as specific and detailed as you can, to provide students with as much information as 
possible about the expectations and time-commitment.  



Teaching Fellow Qualifications 
If you have any preferences or requirements for the student's research or teaching background, 
please describe them here.

Faculty Mentor Role 
Please describe the role you will play in guiding your Teaching Fellow through their 
responsibilities. What would your Teaching Fellow learn from you as a Faculty Mentor? Please 
be as specific and detailed as you can. 
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	Faculty Mentor Name_MEOs0z*pTZdrY-6oo340mw: Tiffany Schmidt	
	Course Number and Title_7ZM7wfeM598oSjZ3Bt1ppw: Neuroscience 377
	Course Quarter_P1ilI76cVv852zWEGqTQ0g: [Winter]
	Course Meeting Days/Times_wS1nLvorKo1HbRKSpbNlwg: MWF 2-2:50 (Tentative Schedule)
	Course Description Please prov_uRq0IdTG630DyXhYreYceg: This is an upper level undergraduate course that covers sensory systems from transduction in the periphery to the primary sensory cortex. Class is a mix of lecture, discussion, and presentation. 
	Teaching Fellow Responsibiliti_XP07sdBkJDUuJNoxg2VUGA: Students will attend lectures and then meet weekly with Tiffany to discuss the flow of class. Students will be able to give one lecture or take the lead on at least one in class paper discussion as well as participate in multiple others. Lectures will likely be recorded and assigned prior to class with in class activities for the remainder of the time. Students will be asked to help with review questions for the end of each class period and help with grading of exams and article synopses. The overarching goal of this experience will be for the student to truly shadow the prof and understand what goes in to constructing and delivering the course. It will also be a good opportunity for exposure to multiple teaching methods.


